
Practice Notes  for Etude #1 in A Minor
Tempo -  q = 108 - 120
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1. Find and play the Melodic notes as one long line. Check that you are creating a phrase and that your air and sound are flowing. 
You can also sing & play or flutter tongue to open the body and sound.  

2. Find and practice the accompaniment notes. What are the patterns? Do they repeat? Get to know them. 

3. Practice the LARGE Intervals. Put a scale between them. sing & play or flutter tongue. Also practice the Moyse pedal to 

every note triplet exercise in De La Sonorite, especially on low e, d, d#, High E, etc…  
4. Use Precision & Flow for any interval that is not smooth or even both in sound or technique.  

5. Practice with Ha Ha, tongueless attacks. Practice all Tongued too for even consistent sound and rhythm. Keeping notes legato! 

6. Use your metronome in many different ways, 16ths, 8ths, to start. Use Metronome Motivation, Chart progress. Inner Drummer! 

7. On the arpeggiated patterns like in m.27 play them forwards & backwards / up & back down.  
8. If  you find that you are rushing certain notes :-)  Use this game. You have four 16th notes. So first place you emphasis on the 

1st of  each group and select a phrase or small bit of  music to practice. What do you notice by focusing on the 1’s? Do for each one, 

this will even you out! 
9. Also, rushing in general, use #’s that you start singing emphatically in your “inner singer” head… 1234 1234 to connect to 

the 16th notes and to be clear about the expression and tempo of  each one so that you are giving a clear message to your fingers. 

10. Play it all double tongued, TK on each 16th note to even out and work on your double tonguing too. Also, “double up on the 2nd 
note of  each group or any of  the note groupings to even and flow rhythm and phrasing. 

11. Change up, vary the articulations and use some “rhythmic distortion” long short and short long.  

12. Use your tuner or drone or play it as a DUET with your friend to check on intonation and to hear harmony for this etude. Also, 
use your tuner when you practice the Fermata Technique, play and select a note that needs some attention- listen to make your 

best sound and how that feels, then look at your tuner to check intonation.  
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